8o         HOW THE PRESS REVOLUTION  CAME
Magazine Section, a Serial Story, a Woman's Page,
clippings from the world's Press, political and soaal
news, which became more or less like gossip* If a topic
were uppermost in the news, if the public mind were
disturbed or intrigued by an event, a mystery, a crime,
a large amount of space would be given to it, irrespective
of its intrinsic interest* While the Old Journalism
asked: " Is it important?" the New speculated as
to how much people would read about it*
This was a natural and a necessary change when the
newspaper-reading public had been enlarged. It is no
less absurd to complain, as many have done, of news
being made attractive than it would be to urge that food
ought not to be made palatable. A. G. Gardiner once
lamented that a reporter sent to the opening by royalty
of some new public building in a provincial city gave
most of his space to a talk the royal person had with
an old soldier, a veteran of the Crimea, and could only
spare a few words for the institution, while no reference
at all was made to " the citizen who had borne the cost/'
What interest could the big public outside that
particular provincial city be expected to take in that
citizen, or indeed in the new public building? A local
newspaper would feature them; a national newspaper
would have been foolish to do so.
A similar hasty attack was made by George Blake on
Tom Clarke for telling an Imperial Press Conference
that the London Press did not want bare facts about
the population and the products of British Dominions,
but interesting news, which would be the best propa-
ganda. It was by sticking to bare facts that the Old
Journalism had failed to satisfy the new public. The
Mail was right to make "Is it interesting to the mass
of decent, ordinary people? " the test of news.

